PATRÍCIA MONTE-MÓR
AT THE RCB

Patrícia Monte-Mór has produced movie shows and debates and granted many other interviews over her trajectory as a visual anthropologist and cultural producer. With her passing away at the beginning of 2022, we could not fail to honor her in the Found on the net section. This is an interview given to the T.V. show Revista do Cinema Brasileiro [Brazilian Cinema Magazine] eleven years ago, due to an edition of the Mostra Internacional de Filme Etnográfico [International Ethnographic Film Festival], one of her many initiatives that have marked the field of Visual Anthropology in Brazil and generations of researchers and filmmakers who have great interest in the conjunction between anthropology and image. The images in this interview remain timeless, reminding us of something she has always done: spreading and thinking about cinema and anthropology in their multiple facets. A shout-out to Patrícia!